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Figure 1 The nave bench ends, Church of St John the Baptist at Bressingham, Norfolk.

The parish church of St John the Baptist at Bressingham, Norfolk, is a medieval church
retaining fifty medieval bench ends, of which the earliest belong stylistically to the latefifteenth century and the latest include richly-decorated bench ends probably made in
the 1530s-1540s. (Fig 1) The church is mainly late-Perpendicular in style, but with
185
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significant earlier fabric, notably the nave arcades and the chancel arch. Surviving
documentary evidence provides some evidence for late-medieval building work. Money
was given for the north aisle in 1480 and there were donations relating to lead for the roof
between 1505 and 1517 (Blomefield 1805, Richmond 2016). The date 1527 is inscribed on
the external north wall of the clerestory, which perhaps marks the completion of the latemedieval building work.
Seating became widespread in English parish churches at least from the fifteenth
century, although the early development of church seating is not well-documented
(Barnwell 2011, 74-75). Norfolk is a county of large parish churches, which were wellfurnished with benches by the time of the Reformation in the mid-sixteenth century. The
ends of the benches became a focus for display, both for non-representational forms and
images of people, animals, and floral themes. Bench ends constituted only a minor aspect
of late-medieval art, much of which was destroyed in the removal of religious imagery in
English Reformation between the 1530s and the 1560s, and again under a fresh wave of
iconoclasm during the English Civil War and Commonwealth (1642-1660). Bench ends
escaped relatively lightly during this period, although many were removed or replaced
in the nineteenth century. As a consequence, they have an enhanced importance in the
surviving corpus of medieval English art. Bressingham’s bench ends are of additional
special interest because the figures carved on the ends were subject to unusually
thorough iconoclasm in the mid-seventeenth century.

Bressingham bench ends
No documentary evidence has been discovered for the installation of benches in the
church, which would have told us how money was raised to pay for them and who
carved them. It would be the norm for the parish to raise funds for seating, a welldocumented example of which is the sixteenth-century pews installed at Morebath,
Devon (Duffy 2001, 79). Donors of individual benches might be commemorated by
186
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inscriptions, possible examples of which are described below. There were two guilds in
Bressingham parish by the 1530s, St. Peter’s Guild and the much-wealthier St. John the
Baptist’s Guild, both of whom could have raised money to pay for benches in the church
(Blomefield 1805; Duffy 1992, 151). Little evidence for bench-end carvers is found across
East Anglia (Agate 1980, 15-16; Gray 2012, 167-70). Stylistically, the Bressingham bench
ends have much in common with those of neighbouring Suffolk and so the majority of
the Bressingham bench ends could have been carved in a workshop there, although the
benches with richly-treated balusters are unlike any Suffolk examples.

Figure 2 The timber sill, decorated with a billet frieze, at the south-west angle of the block
of nave benches.

The church has bench ends in the nave and both north and south aisles. Each line of
bench ends is set into a timber sill. (Fig 2) In the nave the sill is enriched with a billet
frieze, except on the north side, facing the north aisle, which has a simpler moulding. This
was therefore likely the least-important side, indicating that the main entrance to the
187
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Figure 3 Bench end SS6, with buttresses and finial.
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Figure 4 Bench end NS5, with Renaissance detail in the form of fluted
buttresses, symmetrical decoration and heads in profile.
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church was on the south side, as was common in English parish churches. From the extent
of the sills it can be seen that a row of benches has been removed from the front, or east
end, at an unknown date.
The bench ends are typical of the various East Anglian styles (see Agate 1980, 19-20,
22-23). All have a characteristic finial, or poppy head. The nave bench ends mostly have
flanking attached buttresses (the most richly decorated of which are shaped like balusters
or table legs), often with three-dimensional figures of animals carved on the tops. (Fig 3)
Although bench ends in several East Anglian church have attached buttresses, the shaped
balusters at Bressingham are very unusual. Relief carving is confined to the bench ends
facing the central aisle in the nave.
There is a mixture of late Gothic and Renaissance decoration. (Fig 4) The poppy heads
and edge mouldings are essentially late-Gothic in character. On bench ends that feature
Renaissance ornament, however, there is often also a Gothic element. For example, where
there are bench ends with arabesques and profile heads, there are small Gothic panels
placed below the poppy heads. (Figs 5, 6) Pevsner and Wilson have referred to the
“clumsy balusters” of the most richly-carved examples in the nave, but their
awkwardness is revealing (Pevsner and Wilson 1999, 216). It strongly suggests the work,
not of immigrant Flemish craftsmen, but of local workmen adapting a new vocabulary of
ornament to a traditional structure. The inspiration for this new form of ornament was
perhaps derived from printed books or other local works.
The subject matter of the representational carvings, namely Bestiary-inspired
creatures, angels, the Seven Works of Mercy, and the Seven Deadly Sins, is all preReformation. However, the Reformation was not a single event, but a process set in train
by the break with Rome in 1534, which continued at least until the accession of Elizabeth
in 1558. As far as parish churches were concerned, the most important break with the
past occurred in 1547, when Edward VI ascended to the throne, beyond which liturgical
changes to worship in the parish church would have made the subject matter of the
190
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Figure 5 Bench end NS3, with balusters in Renaissance style, but with Gothic
relief carving on the main panel.
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Figure 6 Nave bench end NS6, with Renaissance decoration, but with a
pointed Gothic quatrefoil panel below the finial.
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Figure 7 Narrow bench end SS11, probably one of the earlier of the extant
bench ends and dating to the late fifteenth century.
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carvings untenable. 1547 was also the year of the Chantries Act, which precipitated the
closure of parish guilds. The Bressingham guilds of St Peter and St John the Baptist were
dissolved, depriving the parish of much of its organising structure, at least in the short
term (Duffy 1992, 455).
The latest of the bench ends probably therefore pre-date 1547 and, given their
prominent position in the nave, are likely to be the bench ends with Renaissance
influence. They could have been installed as late as the 1530s or 1540s. The other nave
bench ends are earlier, and some probably date back to the late fifteenth century. (fig 7)
In the north aisle there are plainer bench ends carved in a style that was current by the
mid-fifteenth century. They also seem to have been lower than the nave benches, another
indicator of a different date. A note of caution is advisable, however. Nineteenth-century
copies can be very difficult to distinguish from medieval work, and it is noticeable that
the later benches are well-preserved, with no sign of rotting at the base.

Subject matter
The most important carvings are those in the nave, and in particular substantial
fragments of two sets carved on the tops of the bench-end balusters. Bressingham has
fragmentary remains of the Seven Deadly Sins and the Seven Works of Mercy. The sins,
represented by male figures, are on the north side of the nave. The Works of Mercy were
performed by women and are represented on the south side of the nave.
The Seven Works of Mercy are To feed the hungry, To give drink to the thirsty, To
clothe the naked, To shelter the homeless, To visit the sick, To relieve prisoners, and
To bury the dead. Despite being damaged, five of these can be discerned with some
confidence. (Figs 8-12) Another appears to be “feeding the hungry” by a process of
elimination (Fig 13), and the only one of the series totally absent is “visiting the sick.”
This was probably carved on the bench end at the eastern end of the group, where the
buttress was later partially removed to allow a pew door to be fixed to it.
194
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Figure 8 On bench end SN9 a single figure stands by a wall, representing “relief of
prisoners.”
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Figure 9 Two damaged figures stand by a wall, representing “giving shelter to
the homeless,” on bench end SN8.

Figure 10 On bench end SN7 two figures stand behind a draped bier,
representing “burying the dead.”
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Figure 11 The standing figure of a woman attends a seated figure on bench
end SN6. The figures are mutilated but the woman was probably originally
holding a jug, representing “giving drink to the thirsty.”
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Figure 12 On bench end SN5 a badly damaged carving that shows a standing
figure to the right and kneeling figure to the left, representing “clothing the
naked.”
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Figure 13 In this badly damaged carving on bench end SN4 two figures
stand against a wall, and there was probably originally a basket between
them. It represents “feeding the hungry.”
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The Seven Deadly Sins are Pride, Wrath, Envy, Lust, Gluttony, Avarice and Sloth. Only
gluttony, avarice, and perhaps wrath can be identified in the nave bench ends. (Figs. 1416) These sins are carved on bench ends with enriched balusters, but there are only four
such extant bench ends on which the sins could have been depicted. Either only some of
the sins were depicted, which is perfectly possible, but the most likely explanation is that
three other bench ends have not survived.
The angels on the Bressingham bench ends are carved in relief on the south side of the
nave, on bench ends which have carvings of virtues on their buttresses. Despite being
seriously damaged, their portrayal seems quite conventional – the angels seen holding
scrolls or playing musical instruments. (Figs. 17, 18) The scrolls probably displayed texts
such as the Nunc Dimittis, Gloria in Excelsis or the Te Deum, while musical instruments
included various strings, pipes, and percussion. Another bench end on the south side of
the nave shows a figure holding a scroll, perhaps an Old Testament prophet, or perhaps
even a donor, now too damaged to identify, but certainly not an angel and yet seemingly
part of the angel series. (see Fig. 31) On a bench end on the north side of the nave is a
carving of a female sword-bearing figure, perhaps Justice among the Seven Virtues,
which is separate from the angel series. (Fig. 19)
The other three-dimensional carvings on the nave bench ends include animals, both
real and mythical. The gryphons, unicorns, and eagles were derived from Bestiaries, but
the context here seems decorative rather than moral. (Figs. 20-23) There are two nave
bench ends which have carvings of animals bearing shields. Originally these shields
could have been painted with the monogram of the donors or pew renters. There are also
two bench ends with single standing and seated figures. These might represent
individual donors.
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Figure 14 A seated figure by a large chest, represents avarice on bench end NS7.
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Figure 15 A seated figure with distended belly, represents gluttony on bench
end NS6.
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Figure 16 A seated figure, possibly wielding a knife, which would represent
wrath, is on bench end NS8.
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Figure 17 On bench end SN5 is the defaced figure of an angel playing a stringed
instrument.
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Figure 18 The defaced figure of an angel on a pedestal, probably playing some
form of pipes, is on bench end SN4.
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Figure 19 Justice, one of the Seven Virtues, is on bench end NS9, wielding a
sword. The face was scraped away, probably in the seventeenth century.
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Figure 20 A gryphon, described in the Bestiary as a beast with the head and
wings of an eagle but the hind quarters of a lion, is on bench end NN11.
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Figure 21 A bear holding a shield, which was originally painted, in bench end
NN10.
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Figure 22 On bench end NN9 is an eagle, probably drawn from Bestiaries
rather than from real life.
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Figure 23 On bench end NN6 is a unicorn. Although the head and its single
horn are missing, it can be identified from similar carvings of a maned
creature with a long tail in other East Anglian churches.
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The Reformation and after
Alteration and addition of seating in the post-Reformation period documents
changing requirements and attitudes to church seating and to religious imagery in the
post-Reformation church.
The bench ends are not all in their original positions and their present arrangement
came after the Reformation. However, the most elaborate bench ends face the central aisle
in the nave and their elaborate display suggests that they must always have done so. The
sill into which the bench ends are fixed belongs to a re-ordering of the seating after the
bench ends had been produced, probably in the seventeenth century. Some of the bench
ends are hidden behind nave piers, where they are useless in practical terms (Fig. 24, and
see Fig. 7). It is unlikely that when first installed the nave benches projected into the north
and south aisles as they now do.
Originally most the benches had no backs, the exceptions being the benches at the west
end of the nave and north aisle, where mortises are visible for fixing the original backs.
(Fig. 25) In 1638 the church was described as “unbeautified within” (Blomefield 1805).
The font was hidden behind one of the arcade piers and the existing benches were
apparently decayed and none were assigned to individuals. Edmund Salter gave £25 for
14 new pews to be constructed, but keeping the original bench ends (Norfolk Record
Office DN/FCB 1, 39). This also included box pews at the east end of the north and south
aisles, although these plain-panelled pews are simpler in form than the bench backs. The
north aisle box pew is dated 1638 and became the Salter family pew. One of the panelled
bench backs in the nave also bears the date 1638 on a batten, regularly cut into the wood.
Less regular is the date “1631” on one of the front panels, which was inserted so that the
numerals appear upside down, perhaps indicating that this section of panelling was
inverted after it was first installed. (Figs. 26, 27) 1638 is therefore the probable date when
the present seating arrangement was put in place, and perhaps when the font was moved
to its present position at the west end of the nave. However, one of the bench backs in the
211
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Figure 24 Bench end SS7 on the south side of the nave is set next to an arcade
pier and is not in its original position.
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Figure 25 Bench end SS12 at the west end of the nave, with a mortise for fixing
the original bench back.
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Figure 26 The date 1638 is in
a semi-concealed position
on the bench back of S2.

Figure 27 Panelled backs in
the south block of nave
benches (one of which is
inscribed
down).
214
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nave appears to post-date the defacement of one of the Seven Deadly Sins carvings, which
probably happened in the following decade.
The first two pews on each side of the nave have more elaborate panelled decoration
than the others, a marker of status. This includes relief panels with foliage heads in profile
and monsters spewing foliage from their mouths. (Fig 28) The latter motif, and the use of
punched or chiselled “I” and “O” marks to ornament scrolls, is also found on one of the
pulpit panels, suggesting that pulpit and pews are at least roughly contemporary. To
further improve comfort, or to preserve the right to use the pew, doors were fitted to the
bench ends in the nave, evidence for which is the cutting of rebates into the earlier
buttresses, with the consequent loss of some of the medieval fabric. (Fig. 29) The date of
this modification is unknown, but it was perhaps also part of the 1638 alterations.

Figure 28 Panelling with Renaissance detail on bench back N1 in the nave.
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Figure 29 Bench end NN5 on the north side of the nave has a rebate cut for a
pew door.
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Figure 30 Defacement of this angel carving on bench end
SN7 is so severe that the original form of the angel, and the
musical instrument being played, are no longer discernible.
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Figure 31 On bench end SN10 is a defaced prophet holding a scroll. The face
and hands of the figure have been shaved off.
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Figure 32 Defacement of images in the 1640s was so thorough that the
images of donors were mutilated, as here on bench end NN8, even though
they were not religious.
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A defining characteristic of the Bressingham bench ends is evidence of iconoclasm, in
which the flesh parts of human figures – namely heads, hands and feet – have all been
chipped or sawn off. (Figs 30, 31) Defacement of saints and clergymen is commonly found
on Norfolk rood screens, much of it dating from the 1540s and 1550s (Bressingham’s rood
screen does not survive). Given that it is the latest of the bench ends that have been
defaced it is unlikely that this could have happened in the years of Protestant iconoclasm
after 1547. At that time many of the people who raised money for the benches would still
have been members of the congregation. Defacement of the Seven Deadly Sins, the Works
of Mercy, and other non-religious figures is not strictly speaking iconoclasm, because the
figure carvings do not represent superstitious or idolatrous practices. (Fig 32) It seems
much more likely that the defacements were carried out in the mid-seventeenth century.
In 1643 and 1644 the Civil War Parliament issued Ordinances calling for the
destruction of all religious imagery in parish churches. Enforcement of this policy was
strong in East Anglia. Captain Clement Gilley was the “Norfolk visitor” charged with
removing superstitious images from the county’s churches. He was almost certainly
working for William Dowsing, provost-marshall for Parliament’s Eastern Associated
Army, who was given a commission empowering him to enforce Parliament’s legislation.
Dowsing employed several visitors to inspect parish churches (Spraggon 2000, 120-24).
Gilley was at Bressingham in April 1644, following which John Nun was paid for two
days’ work taking down pictures (Blomefield 1805). Although his main target appears to
have been stained-glass windows, the destruction of imagery on the bench ends at
Bressingham looks to have been well-organized rather than casual, which strongly
suggests that it was carried out on Gilley’s orders.
There is little evidence or record of nineteenth-century restoration of the church,
although the present chancel wall and the vestry clearly belong to the second half of that
century. There was some restoration of seating in the nineteenth century, including
replacement of bench ends at the east end of the nave, which are in a medieval style, but
220
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only the poppy heads belong to that date. On the south side of the nave benches the sill
has been partially replaced, and the bases of the surviving bench ends indicate that the
original sill rotted, along with the bases of the bench ends themselves. A major restoration
of the church was carried out from 1910 by the Cambridge architects Macalister & Skipper
(Richmond 2016, 6). The addition and/or replacement of benches in the south aisle can be
attributed to this phase.

Discussion
The expense of installing benches in the church demonstrates a thriving popular
religion in the parish in the late-medieval period (of which the parish guilds of St. John
the Baptist and St. Peter provide further evidence). The arrangement and form of the
bench ends express the social hierarchy that existed in the parish before the Reformation,
with the most richly decorated bench ends placed prominently toward the east end of the
nave, and with plainer bench ends in the aisles. Purchase of a seat in a parish church
before the Reformation was a sign of status. In many English parish churches the rental
of a pew was probably priced according to its position in the church, with the most
expensive at the east end of the nave (see Tracy 2007, 25).
Evidence for the segregation of men and women has been identified in some parish
churches (Aston 1990; French 2008, chapter 3). The convention seems normally to have
been that women sat on the north side of the nave, facing the Virgin Mary who stood on
the north side of the rood carving at the east end of the nave, men on the south. At
Wiggenhall St. Mary the Virgin (Norfolk) images of the Virgin Mary decorate the bench
ends on the north side of the nave, with male saints on the south. At Bressingham, the
vices carved on the bench ends on the north side are all men, whereas women represent
the virtues that are carved on the bench ends on the south side. Therefore segregation of
the sexes is at least suggested by the Bressingham bench ends. There is precedent for
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women sitting on the south side, for example at Reading St. Lawrence (Berkshire), where
the Lady Chapel was on the south side of the nave (Aston 1990, 280).
The structure of the bench ends, incorporating poppy heads and many also with
attached buttresses, capped by figure carvings in the most conspicuous examples, is
characteristic of East Anglian woodwork in the late-fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.
Wiggenhall St. Germans, Wiggenhall St. Mary the Virgin, and Fressingfield are among
the most celebrated other examples. Like Bressingham, Fressingfield and Dennington
(both in Suffolk) are well-known examples where there is relief carving on the bench
ends, a scheme more usually associated with bench ends in south-west England, but the
type is common in parts of East Anglia too. The distinguishing characteristic of the
Bressingham examples is their Renaissance-style ornamentation, and especially the
shaped balusters that give the bench ends their striking character. Surviving Renaissance
ornament on bench ends is more commonly found in the south-west of England, in
Devon and Somerset (see Gray 2012; Hayman 2009).
The north-aisle benches were plainer and originally backless. This too is characteristic
of East Anglia and can still be seen in some churches, notably at Cawston (Norfolk) and
Icklingham All Saints (Suffolk), where a good idea can be gained of how these benches
originally looked.
The Seven Deadly Sins and the Works of Mercy are both portrayed in several EastAnglian churches, the earliest representations of which are wall paintings dating from
the fourteenth century onwards – at Crostwight, Edingthorpe, Potter Heigham,
Wickhampton (Norfolk), Moulton St Mary, Hoxne, and Barnby (Suffolk). Guestwick has
fragments of the works in its stained glass. A number of churches retain bench ends with
some examples of both series, including Thornham, Wiggenhall St. Germans, Feltwell (all
Norfolk), Wilby, Tannington, Blythburgh, and Bedingfield (all Suffolk). The nineteenthcentury examples at Forncett St. Peter (Norfolk) may replicate the late-medieval benches
in the church.
222
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Angels are regularly depicted in Norfolk churches, famously adorning roofs and fonts,
but also found in stained glass. Their appearance on bench ends is rare, although they
can be seen in a few places, such as Dennington and Wilby (Suffolk), and at Great
Witchingham (Norfolk), albeit only individually. Angels were important in medieval
Christianity as bearers of souls up to heaven (hence the proliferation on roofs), in the
relay of prayers to God, and singing songs to the honor and glory of God. Even if the
context of the angel carvings at Bressingham is unusual, their portrayal seems quite
conventional.
The post-Reformation history of the bench ends is of special interest. The thorough
defacement of the human images on the benches, beyond what was regarded as religious
imagery, is compelling evidence of Puritan iconoclasm in the parish in 1644. The reason
Bressingham’s images were so systematically slighted, when other Norfolk churches
escaped relatively lightly, is, however, elusive.
Evidence of the development (and most would say improvement) in church seating
between the fifteenth and seventeenth centuries is well-demonstrated at Bressingham. In
1638 a box pew was introduced in the north aisle. New benches and backs were installed,
using the earlier bench ends, and (perhaps later) pew doors were added to make the seats
more comfortable. These changes embody a desire for greater comfort than was provided
by the original backless benches, in a period that put greater emphasis on the sermon
than had been the case before the Reformation.
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Inventory of bench ends
The benches and bench ends have been numbered for ease of identification. (Fig. 33)
In the nave, the benches are distinguished by being on the north (N) or south (S) side,
and their benches according to whether they are on the north or south ends (hence NS
and NN for the north side, SN, SS for the south side). The benches in the north and south
aisles have carved ends on the inside only, as the outer sides are built against the walls,
and are therefore labelled NA and SA respectively.

Figure 33 Sketch plan of benches in the church.
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SN1

Nineteenth-century molded bench end with early poppy head.

SN2

Nineteenth-century molded bench end with early poppy head.

SN3

Molded bench end flanked by shaped balusters. The bench end has a panel
carved in relief showing an angel on a pedestal. The angel plays a musical
instrument, probably a lyre, although the face, hands and feet of the angel, as
well as the lyre (and a bow if there was one) have been cut off. On the righthand baluster is a seated figure, its head and hands removed. (Fig. 34) The side
of the baluster has been shaved off, probably for insertion of pew doors. The
left-hand baluster has been reduced in height. It probably originally had a
carving in the Works of Mercy series (see SN4-SN9).

SN4

Molded bench end flanked by balusters, which are crowned by figure carvings.
The bench end has a relief carving of an angel standing on a pedestal,
apparently playing a musical instrument, probably some form of pipes. (Fig.
18) Most of the body of the angel and the musical instrument have been shaved
off. The pedestal has a fluted column. On the left-hand baluster are two figures
standing against a stone wall, heads and hands, and the side of the left-hand
figure, removed. (Fig. 13) There is possibly a basket between them and the
carving represents “feeding the hungry” in the Works of Mercy.

SN5

Molded bench end with flanking balusters, which are crowned by figure
carvings. The bench end has a relief panel of an angel on a pedestal. (Fig. 17)
The angel is playing a stringed instrument, probably a gittern, lyre, or
mandolin. The flesh parts of the angel – head, hands and feet – have been
shaved off, as has the instrument. On the balusters, the right-hand figure is
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seated and holding a scroll, the head removed. Less survives of the left-hand
figures, the heads of which have been removed. It appears to show a standing
and a kneeling figure, the former with clothes draped over the arm, therefore
representing “clothing the naked” in the Works of Mercy. (Fig. 12)

SN6

Molded bench end with flanking balusters, which are crowned by figure
carvings. The main panel has a relief carving of an angel holding aloft a scroll.
The angel stands on a pedestal, but its body has been mostly scraped away. On
the right-hand baluster is a seated figure holding a scroll, its head cut off. On
the left-hand baluster is the standing figure of a woman attending a seated
figure. (Fig. 11) Both of the heads have been cut off, as have the arms. The
carving represents one of the Works of Mercy, probably “giving drink to the
thirsty.”

SN7

Molded bench end with flanking balusters, which are crowned by figure
carvings. The main panel has relief carving of a figure, probably an angel,
holding aloft a scroll. The figure stands on a pedestal, but its body has been
mostly scraped away. (Fig. 30) The seated figure on the right-hand baluster is
holding a scroll. Its head has been removed. The figures on the left-hand
baluster have been similarly mutilated. However, it clearly shows two figures
standing behind a draped bier. (Fig. 10) It represents “burying the dead” in the
Works of Mercy.

SN8

Molded bench end with flanking balusters, which are crowned by figure
carvings. The main panel has a symmetrical relief carving in a Renaissance
style, featuring foliage, banners, and terminating in monster heads at the top.
(Fig. 35) Banners are ornamented with alternate I and O punch marks. On top
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of the right-hand baluster is a seated figure, head removed. The left-hand
baluster has a similarly mutilated carving. It shows two standing figures
against a wall, although the heads and shoulders are missing. This probably
represents “giving shelter to the homeless” in the Works of Mercy. (Fig. 9) The
left-hand figure may be holding a staff.

SN9

Molded bench end with flanking balusters, which are crowned by figure
carvings. (Fig. 36) The main panel is a relief carving of foliage in a vase, forming
a trail that terminates in a profile head of Renaissance character. The balusters
are more richly treated than on the other bench ends in this series (SN3-SN8),
as if it was always intended to be the terminal bench end of a set. Unlike the
others, the seated figure is on the left-hand baluster, although headless like the
others. On the right-hand side is a figure standing by a wall reaching out a
hand, representing “relief of prisoners,” one of the Works of Mercy. It is the
only carving in the series that is comprised of a single figure. (Fig. 8)

SN10

Molded bench end with flanking balusters, which are crowned by figure
carvings. The main panel is a relief carving of a robed figure on a pedestal
holding a scroll, perhaps an Old Testament prophet or Moses. (Fig. 31) On top
of the balusters are seated figures, their hands and heads cut off, perhaps
representing donors.

SN11

Plain molded bench ends flanked by balusters capped by standing figures.
(Fig. 37) The right-hand figure is standing, but their hands have been cut off,
so it is no longer clear what they were holding. The heads has also been
removed. The left-hand figure is also headless, and the left-hand side of the
figure has been evenly shaved off. The figures were probably donors.
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Figure 34 The head and hands have been chipped off the seated figure on the
buttress of SN3.
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Figure 35 Renaissance decoration of SN8.
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Figure 36 Renaissance decoration of SN9, with head in profile.
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Figure 37 Plain bench end SN11, with defaced figure carving on the
buttresses.
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Figure 38 SS1 and SS2 are nineteenth-century bench ends, but incorporate the
finials of medieval bench ends.
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Figure 39 SS5 is partly rotted, and the right-hand buttress has been partially
cut away to make the rebate for a pew door.
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SN12

Molded bench end with asymmetrical poppy head, signifying that it is the end
bench. It has an arm rest in the form of a ball flower. On the inward side of the
bench end is a mortise, probably where the original bench back was fixed. It is
placed directly in line with the poppy head and would have made for a narrow
and uncomfortable bench. It matches the mortise in SS12.

SS1

Nineteenth-century bench ends, with early poppy head. (Fig. 38)

SS2

Nineteenth-century bench end, with early poppy head. (Fig. 38)

SS3

Plain molded bench end next to a pier. Stylistically the poppy head is different
to the other poppy heads in the church, being angular rather than rounded,
and therefore of a different date and by a different hand or workshop.

SS4

A narrow, plain bench end with molded edge. The left-hand (west) side has
been cut away for the later insertion of a door, and on the opposite side is an
attached wooden post, added later. The lower section of the bench end is also
clearly later. It could have been inserted to replace the rotted lower part of the
original bench end, which is possible given that the sill was replaced here.
However, the broach stop on the right-hand side is set high, suggesting that
this was originally a lower bench end, of dimensions similar to the extant
north-aisle benches.

SS5

Plain molded bench end flanked by shaped balusters. (Fig. 39) The right-hand
baluster has been cut away to make a rebate for a door, at which time it lost its
molded finial. The finial on the other baluster survives, however. The lower
section of the bench end, above the nineteenth-century sill, has rotted.
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SS6

Plain molded bench end flanked by shaped balusters with finials. (Fig. 3) The
finial on the left-hand baluster has been partly cut away. There has also been
some loss on the inward side of the right-hand finial. The lower section is rotted
but stands on the replacement nineteenth-century sill.

SS7

Plain bench end with chamfered rather than molded edge, with shaped
balusters. It stands next to an arcade pier, and so is not functional in its present
position. (Fig. 24) The lower section is partly rotted.

SS8

Plain bench end with chamfered rather than molded edge, and shaped
balusters with finials. The lower section is partly rotted and the bench end
stands on the nineteenth-century sill. One half of the poppy head has been cut
away.

SS9

Plain bench end with chamfered rather than molded edge, and shaped
balusters with finials. The lower section is slightly rotted, but otherwise the
bench end is in good condition.

SS10

Plain bench end with chamfered rather than molded edge, and shaped
balusters with finials. The left-hand finial was partially cut away to
accommodate the bench back.

SS11

Set against a pier, which means that it serves no practical function in
supporting the bench on the other side of the pier. The bench end has a
moulded edge and plain panel, which at 0.185 meters wide is narrower than
the other nave bench ends. (Fig. 7)
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Figure 40 SS12 was originally set against a south wall, as shown by the
unworked south face.
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Figure 41 A simple scroll fills the main panel of NS4, with the carving on the
right-hand buttress sawn off below the waist.
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Figure 42 NS7 is a richly detailed Renaissance-style bench end, with a human
face shaved off.
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Figure 43 Renaissance style decoration of NS8.
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SS12

Molded on one side only, indicating that it was originally set against a south
wall. (Fig. 40) It is now set with the unmolded side facing outwards. The
inward-facing side has a molded edge, but has no other decoration. The poppy
head is set asymmetrically, indicating that this was always at the rear end of a
set of benches. On the inward side is a mortise, matching a similar joint in SN12,
probably for the original bench back. (Fig. 25)

NS1

Nineteenth-century bench end with molded edge but early poppy head.

NS2

Nineteenth-century bench end with molded edge but early poppy head.

NS3

Molded bench end with flanking balusters. (Fig. 5) The main panel has Gothic
relief carving, including pointed quatrefoils and crocketed ogee head. The lefthand baluster is capped by a figure holding a scroll, although cut off above the
waist. The upper portion of the right-hand baluster has been cut vertically and
the figure on the cap is now missing.

NS4

Molded bench end with flanking balusters. (Fig. 41) The main panel has a scroll
in relief. A rebate has been cut into the left-hand baluster, including the
standing figure on its top, which is also headless but is holding a scroll. On top
of the right-hand baluster is a standing figure truncated above the top of the
legs.

NS5

Molded bench end with richly-detail, fluted balusters. (Fig. 4) In the main panel
is relief carving in Renaissance style, showing a cartouche at the base, below a
vase from which two foliage trails lead symmetrically and terminate in profile
heads of bearded men (untouched by the iconoclasts and clearly only
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decorative). The figures on the balusters are headless. A rebate has been cut
into the right-hand baluster, for a pew door, which has obscured detail that
might have identified the figure, which probably represented one of the Seven
Deadly Sins. The left-hand figure is seated and the bench back is jointed in
where the head would have been, i.e. after the head was removed.

NS6

Molded bench end with enriched balusters. (Fig. 6) The relief carving on the
main panel is puzzling. It appears to show a wheatsheaf in the lower portion,
above which is a flaming brazier, the symbolism of which is unknown. The
style of the work is Renaissance, and yet it has a Gothic four-leaf flower in the
apex below the poppy head. On the balusters are seated figures, both headless.
The figure on the right has a distended belly, suggesting that it represents
gluttony in the Seven Deadly Sins. (Fig. 15)

NS7

Molded bench end with enriched balusters. (Fig. 42) The relief carving of the
main panel is in a Renaissance style, with symmetrical foliage trails emanating
from a vase and terminating in monster heads biting into the shoulders of a
figure in the upper part of the panel. The face of this figure has been shaved
off, but the foliage sprouting from his head makes him look as if he was a fool
(perhaps misleadingly). On the balusters are seated figures, headless. The
right-hand shows a well-dressed man in a buttoned tunic, with a chest on the
floor in front of him. (Fig. 14) He clearly represents avarice in the Seven Deadly
Sins.

NS8

Molded bench end with enriched balusters. (Fig. 43) The relief carving on the
main panel is a symmetrical design of foliage trails, terminating in enraged
monster heads. A face at the base of the panel has been shaved off. Another
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face, in the small diamond-shaped panel below the poppy head, has also been
shaved off. On the balusters are two seated figures, both headless. The righthand figure might have been holding a knife in his left hand, representing
wrath in the Seven Deadly Sins, but the arms have been cut off. (Fig. 16)

NS9

Molded bench end with enriched balusters. The main panel is filled with a
relief-carving of a female figure in armour wielding a sword and probably
represents Justice, one of the Seven Virtues. (Fig. 19) The face has been shaved
off. On the balusters are angels, both retaining wings but with heads removed.

NS10

Molded bench end with enriched balusters. (Fig. 44) The main panel relief
carving is a symmetrical design of foliage terminating in monster and human
heads in profile (the latter untouched by the iconoclasts). Above the main
panel, in the triangular space below the poppy head, is an angel carving, of
which the face has been scraped away. On the balusters are headless and
legless birds, probably eagles.

NS11

Molded bench end with enriched balusters. (Fig. 45) The main panel relief
carving is a symmetrical pattern of foliage trails terminating in monster, bird
and human heads in profile. On the balusters are two shield-bearing animals.
The left-hand is a lion, the right hand probably a sheep or lamb.

NS12

Molded bench end with poppy head offset from center, and clearly designed
to be the rear in a set of bench ends. (Fig. 46) It has a ballflower roundel on the
arm rest and is clearly one of a pair with SN12. The broach stop is set well above
the floor and the lower part of the bench end is an addition. Possibly, therefore,
the bench end was originally lower, similar in character to the benches in the
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north aisle. A mortise on the inward side was probably for the original bench
back and corresponds with the mortise on NN12.

NN1

Probably early twentieth century, in a primitive style with simple chamfered
moulding and poppy head. (Fig. 47)

NN2

Probably early twentieth century, in a primitive style with simple chamfered
moulding and poppy head. (Fig. 47)

NN3

Molded bench end with an attached baluster on the left-hand (east) side. The
bench end is plain. On top of the baluster is an eagle, its head removed.

NN4

Molded bench end with attached shaped balusters. The bench end is plain. A
rebate has been cut into the right-hand baluster, and the carving on the top has
been lost. On the left-hand baluster is a squatting animal, although the front
half of its torso is missing. It is horse-like in physique with a horse-like tail, but
with cattle hooves. Bench ends NN6 and NN7 have the same creature.
Comparison with bench ends in other churches where a horse-like body is
combined with cattle hooves in the same posture (such as Ixworth Thorpe,
Suffolk) reveals that the animal was a unicorn. Unfortunately the head is
missing, on which is the single horn, the unicorn’s distinguishing
characteristic.

NN5

Plain molded bench end with flanking balusters. A rebate for a pew door has
been cut into the left-hand baluster, the carving on the top of which has been
removed. (Fig. 29) On the right-hand baluster is a goat with horns.
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Figure 44 The Renaissance decoration of NS10 includes two profile heads
that escaped the iconoclasm of the mid-seventeenth century. Damage to the
bestiary-inspired eagles appears to have been the result of wear and tear
rather than iconoclasm.
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Figure 45 NS11 combines Renaissance style decoration, including undamaged
profile heads, with Bestiary-inspired lion and sheep bearing shields.
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Figure 46 The asymmetrically-place poppy heads indicates that NS12 was
always intended to be the rear of a block of benches. Originally the bench
end appears to have been lower.
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Figure 47 Bench ends NN1 and NN2 are early twentieth century. NN1 was set
on a new timber sill.
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Figure 48 NN10 is a plain bench end with shield-bearing bear and hare on the
buttresses.
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NN6

Plain molded bench end with flanking balusters. On the left-hand baluster is a
squatting animal, mostly headless, but with a mane visible. Originally similar
to NN4 and NN7 it appears to have been a unicorn. (Fig. 23) The right-hand
figure may be a goat, the same as NN5, or else a dog with large ears.

NN7

Plain molded bench end with flanking balusters. On the left-hand baluster is a
unicorn, although headless and with forelegs missing, similar to NN4 and
NN6. On the right-hand baluster is a squatting animal with its head turned,
badly mutilated with front legs and head missing, but probably a rabbit or a
hare.

NN8

Plain molded bench end with flanking balusters. On the balusters are standing
figures dressed in robes, but with heads and hands cut off. (Fig. 32)

NN9

Plain molded bench end with flanking balusters. On the balusters are eagles,
of which the right-hand (west) is well-preserved, whereas the left-hand has lost
its head and one leg, probably through natural wear and tear. (Fig. 22)

NN10

Plain molded bench end with flanking balusters. (Fig. 48) On the balusters are
shield-bearing animals, a bear to the left-hand (east) side and a rabbit or hare
to the right-hand. (Fig. 21)

NN11

Plain molded bench end with flanking balusters. On the balusters are
gryphons, a creature described in the Bestiary as having the hind parts of a
lion, and the wings and head of an eagle. (Fig. 20) The left-hand (east) is well
preserved, but the right-hand gryphon has lost its front legs, although the paws
and beak survive. This is more likely to be a result of accidental damage than
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deliberate destruction. This bench end is placed on the north side of an arcade
pier in a functionally useless position, and is clearly therefore not in its original
position.

NN12

A bench end molded on the south (inward) side but left blank on the outer side,
and therefore clearly originally intended to be set up against a north wall. The
inward face has a molded edge and the poppy head is offset, matching NS12
as the rear of a row of bench ends. A mortise on the inward face indicates that
there was a bench back earlier than the present arrangement.

NA1

Narrow plain bench end with moulded edge and broach stops.

NA2

Narrow plain bench end with moulded edge and broach stops.

NA3

Narrow plain bench end with floor-length moulded edge (i.e. without stops).

NA4

Narrow plain bench end with moulded edge and broach stops. (Fig. 49)

NA5

Narrow plain bench end with moulded edge and broach stops.

NA6

Narrow plain bench end with moulded edge and broach stops. The poppy
head is placed off center and there is a ball finial on the arm rest.

NA7

Narrow plain bench end with moulded edge on the front (east) side,
terminating in a broach stop. (Fig. 50) There is a ball finial on the arm rest and
the poppy head is offset to the left.
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Figure 49 The north-aisle bench ends, with NA4 shown here, are plain with
molded edges and poppy head, typical of fifteenth-century East Anglia.
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Figure 50 The asymmetrical design of NA7 indicates that it was intended to be
at the west end of a block of benches.
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SA1-SA8 These eight bench ends probably belong to the early twentieth century. (Fig.
51) They are in a primitive style with simple chamfered molding and poppy
head. Contemporary with NN1-2.

SA9

Early plain bench end with molded edge and straight stops, with an early
twentieth century plain chamfered poppy head.

SA10

Early plain bench end with molded edge and straight stops, with an early
twentieth century plain chamfered poppy head. (Partially concealed at the time
of survey.)

SA11

Early plain bench end with molded edge and straight stops, with an early
twentieth century plain chamfered poppy head. (Partially concealed at the time
of survey.)

Figure 51 Bench ends of the early twentieth century in the south aisle (SA1-8).
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